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Abstract: Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) is regarded as an effective way to resist attacks with quantum
computers. Since National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) proposed its PQC standardiza-
tion project in 2016, many candidates have been submitted and their quantum-resistant capability has been
measuring by researchers. Besides this research, this paper evaluates the separation of hash and asymmetric
operations in PQC operations. This paper is relatively focused on encryption of large data (e.g. document
signing or code signing), instead of small data (e.g. key encryption, authentication). Regardless of the size
of the data, it is desirable to be able to use Hardware Security Module (HSM) in the key management of
PQC. In addition, it is desirable that the encryption processing API is the same regardless of the size of
the data, the presence or absence of HSM, use case, key usage, etc. This document describes that, for a
given device (such as HSM) and usecase, the same API may not be available. For a usecase with a small
message size, people may input a plain message into the PQC operation, for another use case with a large
message size, people may input a hash of plain message into the PQC operation. In theory, this issue can
be easily solved by adding a hash function to each of the current PQC candidates and construct an API for
that. In that case, the input to the PQC calculation cannot be a plain message, and will always be the hash
of message. However, such an approach seems to be outside the scope of the current PQC evaluation, and
there is a possibility that difficulties in cryptographic boundaries handling, theoretical proof, or patents may
occur. If that approach meets such a difficulty, then there is a possibility that the API of the encryption
processing cannot be unified with regard to the size of the data, the presence or absence of HSM, use case,
or key usage. We believe this is an undesirable results for PQC user, so we call for the need for integration
of API, regardless of any conditions.
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1. Introduction

A hardware security module (HSM) is a physical com-

puting device that provides a trusted environment to per-

form cryptographic operations such as encryption, decryp-

tion, authentication, etc. HSMs typically satisfy the FIPS

140-2 [12] and/or common criteria standard to achieve high

security. Relying on secure mechanisms to create an iso-

lated environment from normal computing environments,

HSMs ensure reliable generation, protection, and manag-

ment of keys and sensitive data. They are now widely used

in some critical infrastructure, for instance, be used as a part

of public key infrastructure (PKI) or internet bank infras-

tructure. In these cases, many HSMs are connected together

to preserve high practicality and efficiency. On the other

hand, Shor introduced an algorithm [20] to solve the inte-

ger factorization problem and discrete logarithms problem

that can break RSA and elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)

on quantum computers. In that case, HSMs which are still
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using traditional cryptography may not be able to protect

and manage their keys and sensitive data securely under

quantum attacks. To solve this problem foundamently, mi-

gration from traditional cryptography to quantum-resistant

cryptography is necessary.

Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) is regarded as an ef-

fective way to resist attacks from quantum computers. Since

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) pro-

posed its PQC standardization project in 2016, many can-

didates have been submitted and the quantum-resistant ca-

pabilities of each post-quantum cryptography scheme have

been evaluated by researchers. There are several different

ways to construct quantum-resistant cryptographic schemes,

such as lattice-based cryptography [17], hash-based cryptog-

raphy [15] [3], multivariate-based cryptography [22], code-

based cryptography [14], etc. Comparing with traditional

digital signature schemes such as RSA or ECDSA, post-

quantum digital signature schemes generate much larger key

pairs or signatures, and they cost more time for key generat-

ing, signing and verification. These features restricted their

practicality, especially when applied to the constrained en-

vironments.



Lattice-based cryptography is one of the competitive can-

didates. Its practicality on constrained environments had

been investigated by some researchers. For many lattice-

based cryptographic schemes, polynomial multiplication and

discrete Gaussian sampling are two main challenges on

devices with constrained memory and limited computing

power. Albrecht et al. [1] implemented ”Kyber”, presented

in [4] on some smart card platforms by using RSA/ECC co-

processor and APIs. Yuan et al. [23] proposed a memory-

constrained implementation of several lattice-based crypto-

graphic schems on a standard Java Card platform by im-

proving Montgomery modular multiplication (MMM) [16]

and number theoretic transform (NTT) for polynomial mul-

tiplication and modifying several discrete Gaussian sampling

algorithms. On the other hand, another factor that is likely

to affect the practicality and the efficiency, is the crypto-

graphic boundary as defined in FIPS 140-2 [12]. This factor

have not been evaluated much. To perform trusted crypto-

graphic operations in HSM, the way of applying each compo-

nent of digital signature schemes should be clearly designed.

Most wildly used cryptographic algorithms such as RSA and

ECDSA allow the separation of the hash function and asym-

metric operations as default. Sugiyama et al. [21] imple-

mented and evaluated the performance of one of such sep-

arable algorithm, TESLA#, on Safenet ProtectServer Net-

work HSM. It indicated that it is possible to apply PQC on

HSM. In the other hand, the usage of the SHA3 hash func-

tion is not separated with asymmetric operation for some

lattice-based cryptographic schemes. Because of that, those

non-separable implementations of PQC may have limited

performance according to varied sizes of input messages.

We aim to evaluate the practicality of lattice-based cryp-

tographic schemes which are using SHA3 hash functions on

HSM. The details will be introduced in Section 2 and Section

3.

1.1 Usecases

HSM is used not only for authentication operations, but

also used for protecting contract data, medical data, CAD

data, timestamps, etc. For the latter case, data controller

and key manager are likely to be different stakeholders, and

different information management policy and operations are

applied to their devices. If the devices of each stakeholder

are unified to the same security level, a same information

management policy has to be chosen, and each stakeholder

needs to share operations of their devices. It can be opera-

tionally and legally challenging to deal with such a change.

1.2 Our Contributions

First, we consider the issue of dealing with cryptographic

boundaries when applying lattice-based cryptography to

HSM, and our work evaluates the practicality of lattice-

based digital signature schemes by comparing the perfor-

mance of hash functions operated inside versus not inside of

the same cryptographic boundary for HSM.

Some people may say the issue we have raised can be

solved by just using fixed-length digests of a message instead

of the message itself. However, when using such means with-

out unifying API, it is conceivable that the role of hashes in

a cryptosystem with HSM and the role of hashes in a cryp-

tosystem without HSM may change, and we may not able

to have interoperability between them. Change in the role

of hash can also affect theoretical proof. In addition, it is

hard to say that there is no possibility that a new patent

risk will occur due to changes on the use of hashes.

We also propose an appropriate way to construct crypto-

graphic boundaries for lattice-based cryptographic schemes

when applied to HSM. Moreover, some real world usecases

were considered and the relative challenges were introduced.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We give

a brief mathematical background of lattice and an intro-

duction to HSM and cryptographic boundary in Section 2.

We describe the details of three lattice-based digital signa-

ture schemes and analyze the challenge for applying them

to HSM in Section 3. Evaluation of the results is given in

Section 4. We then evaluate the cost in Section 5. Finally,

we conclude the paper in Section 6. We believe that our re-

sults help to define cryptographic boundary for PQC, where

theoretical proof and clearance of patents should be done.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we give a brief mathematical description of

lattice-based cryptography in Section 2.1, we introduce the

general way of using digital signature schemes in HSM. In

Section 2.2, we point out the challenge of our work. Then in

Section 2.3, we introduce the concept of the cryptographic

boundary which plays a very important role in this paper .

As defined below. bold italic letters denote polynomials

(e.g. f), bold upper-case letters denote matrices (e.g. A),

and bold lower-case denote vectors (e.g. v). For a probabil-

ity distribution S, s← S denotes that s is chosen according

to S. Let n and q be positive integers, R represents the field

of real numbers, Zq is the set of integers 0, 1, ..., q − 1, and

Rq = Zq[x]/(x
n + 1) is the quotient polynomial ring.

2.1 lattice

A lattice is a subgroup of the Euclidean space. Let

A = {a1,a2, ...,an} ∈ Rm×n be a set of linearly in-

dependent vectors, the lattice generated by A is the set

L(A) = {
∑n

i=1 aixi|xi ∈ Z}.
A is referred to as a basis of the lattice L(A), where m

and n are the dimension and the rank of the lattice, respec-

tively. In this paper, we will be concerned with full rank

integer lattices, i.e. n = m and L(A) ∈ Zm.

Many provably secure lattice-based cryptographic

schemes are based on the hardnesss of lattice problems

in the worst-case. Besides the most classical problems

which are shortest vector problem (SVP) and closest vector

problem (CVP), other problems such as learning with

error’s problem (LWE) [18] or ring learning with error’s

problem (R-LWE) [13] are also used to construct provably

secure cryptographic schemes.



2.2 HSM and Hash Functions

A hardware security module (HSM) is a physical comput-

ing device that provides a trusted environment to perform

cryptographic operations such as encryption, decryption and

authentication, etc. HSMs typically satisfy FIPS 140-2 [12]

and the Common Criteria standard to achieve high security.

Relying on secure mechanisms to create an isolated environ-

ment from normal computing environments, HSMs ensure

reliable generation, protection, and managment of keys and

sensitive data. They are now widely used in some critical

infrastructure, for instance, as a part of public key infras-

tructure (PKI) or internet bank infrastructure. In these

cases, many HSMs are connected together to preserve high

practicality and efficiency.

Most of the current signing systems allow the separation of

hash functions and asymmetric operations. Figure 1 shows

that the message is hashed in a message management server

and the fixed sizes hash values are sent into the HSM. The

transmission of the fixed length digest between the message

management server and HSM is quite efficient to implement.

Then the signature generation is done inside of the HSM.

Traditional cryptography such as RSA or ECDSA that use

SHA2 families of hash functions can be combined with HSM

in this way.

Fig. 1 In general cases, a message is hashed in the message man-
agement server and sent to the HSM. The signature gen-
eration is finished in the HSM.

On the other hand, an alternative of SHA2, which is called

the SHA3 [10] families of hash functions, began to be ap-

plied to many PQC cryptographic schemes to improve their

security against quantum attacks. In many of these PQC

algorithms, random values are generated and hashed with

the message together. For some lattice-based cryptographic

schemes, the random values are secret or associated with a

private key. To prevent leakage of the random values, we

may introduce HSMs. In that case, the whole message (in-

stead of hash value) has to be tranmitted into the HSM, and

therefore the call for hash functions is calculated inside of

it. In this case, the random values and message locate in

the same level of the cryptographic boundary whose intro-

duction is given in Section 2.3.

Figure 2 shows the operation when the flexible size mes-

sage (which could be very large) is sent to the HSM directly.

This may require much more resources in the HSM. In this

paper, we give experimental results of the differences of the

resources cost of hash functions for three lattice-based cryp-

tographic schemes and propose a way to avoid that increase.

Fig. 2 For some cryptographic schemes in which the message is
hashed with secure values, the digest generation and sig-
nature generation should be finished in the HSM.

2.3 Cryptographic boundary

Cryptographic boundary was defined in FIPS 140-2 [12].

For a cryptographic module used within a cyber system,

the cryptographic boundary establishes the physical bounds

that contain all the software, hardware, and firmware of this

cryptographic module. It is essential to clearly define the

range of the cryptographic boundary in order to guarantee

the security of the cryptographic module.

In this section, we describe the method to construct a

cryptographic boundary for efficient operations. For exam-

ple, if we want to implement a system that has a similar

architecture to Figure 1 or Figure 2 and execute in a single

cryptographic boundary (as illustrated at Figure 3), access

controls need to be prepared for protecting keys in the cryp-

tographic boundary, which tend to be costly. On the other

hand, if the cryptographic boundary contains more com-

ponents of a cryptographic module, operations across the

cryptographic boundary may increase, and therefore a more

complex access control mechanisms would be needed, which

would again increase implementation cost.

It is considered to be more efficient to build more than

one cryptographic boundary for a given cryptographic mod-

ule. To be more precise, a system can be implemented and

located in several cryptographic boundaries like the way

shown in Figure 4. By this implementation, processes re-

lated to key objects are stored in the inner cryptographic

boundary, and data management of to-be-signed data would

be done with access control of the outer cryptographic

boundary. Benefits of such an implementation include the

following.

• Access control of keys and their metadata should be ex-

tremely strict. This implementation can minimize the

scope of such strict access control.

• Basically, data flows across the inner cryptographic

boundary are fixed size data. Therefore, it is much eas-

ier to facilitate data into the cryptographic boundary.

• System migration is accomplished easier. The transition

of the whole system can be divided into the migrations

of inner boundary and outer boundaries. Although the

API of the inner boundaries needs to have an interop-

erability, migration can be divided into non-dependent

steps, and costs of migration can be reduced.

In Section 3 and Section 4, we will give the introduction of

the three lattice-based digital signature schemes and analyse

the way of constructing appropriate cryptographic bound-

aries when applying them to HSM. We discuss the details of



migration costs in Section 5.

Fig. 3 Message locates in same boundary with signature gener-
ation operation for cryptographic schemes in which the
message digest is derived by hashing the conjunction of
the message and some secret value.

Fig. 4 Message locates in different boundary from signature gen-
eration operation for those cryptographic schemes that al-
low the separation of the hash function and asymmetric
operation.

3. Lattice-based Digital Signature

Schemes

In this section, we give introductions to three lattice-

based digital signature schemes, FALCON, CRYSTALS-

DILITHIUM and qTESLA. All of these were second

round submissions of NIST’s PQC project. FALCON and

CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM were selected into the newly third

round submissions in July, 2020. However, qTESLA could

not be in the third round candidate list, because the authors

had modified the signature generation of qTESLA in ver-

sion 2.8, so that the message is hashed once before the SHA3

operation to derive the message digest. This change may

make qTESLA more suitable to be used in HSM. We will

first give the introduction to these digital signature schemes.

Then we will analyze the practicality of their signature gen-

eration operations executing on HSMs.

3.1 FALCON

Fouque et al. [11] proposed the fast fourier lattice-based

compact signatures (FALCON) which is based on NTRU

lattices. Algorithm 1 shows the signature generation of FAL-

CON.

Algorithm 1 shows the signature generation of FAL-

CON. Function HashToPoint() is based on a SHAKE-256

hash function and is referred to as algorithm 7 in [11].

ffSampling() represents the fast fourier sampling algo-

rithm, referred to as algorithm 19 in [11]. The compression

function Compress() is referred to as algorithm 21 in [11].

The function FFT () is the fast fourier transform represen-

tation and invFFT () is its inverse.

In step 1 of Algorithm 1, a salt value r ∈ {0, 1}320 is gen-

erated uniformly at random. In step 2, the message digest

is derived by hashing the conjuction of r and m. Two kinds

of cryptographic boundaries can be designed for FALCON.

The asymmetric operations are processed in HSM. In order

to protect the random generation of r, three components,

”Generator”, ”Hash” and ”Asymmetric” can be included

into a single cryptographic boundary to share the same level

of protection as shown in the left side of Figure 5. But if

a secure execution environment for random generation of r

can be prepared carefully, step 1 and step 2 of algorithm 1

can be handled outside of the HSM as shown in the right

side of Figure 5.

Algorithm 1: Signature Generation of FALCON

Input : Private key sk; Message m; A bound β.

Output: The signature sig = (r, s).

1 r ∈ {0, 1}320 uniformly

2 c = HashToPoint(r||m)

3 t = (FFT (c), FFT (0))·B̂−1

4 do
5 z = ffSamplingn(t,T)

6 s = (t− z)B̂

7 while ||s|| > β;

8 (s1, s2) = invFFT (s)

9 s = Compress(s2)

10 return sig = (r, s)

Fig. 5 The structure of cryptographic boundaries for FALCON
(Left: the hash operation locates in same cryptographic
boundary as asymmetric operations in HSM. Right: the
hash operation locates in different cryptographic bound-
ary from asymmetric operations in HSM.)

3.2 CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM

Ducas et al. [9] proposed the CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM

digital signature scheme, which is based on the hardness of

the Shortest Vector Problem (SVP) in lattice.

Algorithm 2 shows the signature generation of

DILITHIUM. Let k, l, γ1 ∈ Z, q be the moduli,

ExpandA : {0, 1}256 → Rk×l
q , the hash function

CRH() : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}384, ExpandMask() maps

a seed ρ′ and a nonce k to y = Sl
γ1−1. The function

NTT () is to compute the number theoretic transform

representation, and NTT−1() is to compute its inverse.

Funtions HighBits(), Decomposeq() and MakeHintq()



refer to figure 3 in [9].

In step 2 of Algorithm 2, µ is derived by hashing the con-

junction of tr and message m. Since tr is part of the private

key which should be stored in HSM, and the hash function

CRH() have to be calculated inside of HSM. The message

m needs to be sent into the HSM directly, and the digest

is derived from hashing the conjuction of tr and m. Un-

der these circumstances, the structure of the cryptographic

boundary is shown in Figure 6.

Algorithm 2: Signature Generation for Dilithium

Input : sk = (ρ,K, tr, s1, s2, t0); Message m.

Output: The signature σ = (z,h, c).

1 A ∈ Rk×l
q = ExpandA(ρ)

2 µ ∈ {0, 1}384 = CRH(tr||m)

3 k = 0, (z,h) =⊥
4 ρ′ ∈ {0, 1}384 = CRH(K||µ) (or ρ′ ← {0, 1}384 for

randomized signing)

5 while (z,h) =⊥ do
6 y ∈ Sl

γ1−1 = ExpandMask(ρ′, k)

7 w = Ay

8 w1 = HighBitsq(w,2γ2)

9 c ∈ B60 = H(µ,w1)

10 z = y+ cs1

11 (r1, r0) = Decomposeq (w - cs2, 2γ2)

12 if ||z||∞ ≥ γ1 − β or ||r0||∞ ≥ γ2 − β or r1 ̸= w1

then
13 (z,h) =⊥
14 end

15 else
16 h = MakeHintq(−ct0,w− cs2 + ct0, 2γ2)

17 if ||ct0||∞ ≥ γ2 or the # of 1’s in h is greater

than ω then
18 (z,h) =⊥
19 end

20 end

21 k = k + 1

22 end

23 return σ = (z,h, c)

Fig. 6 The structure of cryptographic boundaries for
CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM: the hash operation locates
in the same cryptographic boundary as asymmetric
operations in the HSM)

3.3 qTESLA

Akleylek et al. [2] proposed the qTESLA digital signature

scheme, which is based on the hardness of the decisional

ring learning with errors (R-LWE). Algorithm 3 shows the

signature generation for qTESLA.

Algorithm 3 shows the signature generation of qTESLA,

PRF2() : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k × {0, 1}320 → {0, 1}k is per-

formed as a pseudorandom function. ySampler() : {0, 1}k×
Z → R[B] is referred to as algorithm 12 in [2]. GenA() :

{0, 1}k → Rk
q is referred to as algorithm 10 in [2]. In step

3 of Algorithm 3, the function PRF2() hashes message m

with secret data seedy and a random value r, the usage of

G() : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}320 was first introduced in the Ver. 2.8

(11/08/2019) of qTESLA in [2], which made it possible to

transmit the fixed length message digest G(m), instead of

m, into the HSM.

This modification made it possible to redesign the cryp-

tographic boundaries used for qTESLA in HSM. The dif-

ference is shown in Figure 7. Since the secure value seedy

needs to be stored in the HSM, without the optimization

in Ver. 2.8, the original message m is transferred into HSM

directly and the structure of the cryptographic boundary is

shown in the left part of Figure 7. After Ver. 2.8, the cryp-

tographic boundary can be constructed in the way shown in

the right part of Figure 7. The comparison for the practical-

ities of these two structures of qTESLA will be introduced

in the next section.

Algorithm 3: Signature Generation for qTESLA

Input : sk = (s, e1, ..., ek, seeda, seedy ,g); Message

m.

Output: The signature sig = (z, c′).

1 counter = 1

2 r ∈ {0, 1}k

3 rand = PRF 2(seedy , r, G(m))

4 y = ySampler(rand, counter)

5 a1, ..., ak ← GenA(seeda)

6 for i = 1, ..., k do
7 vi = aiy mod± q

8 end

9 c′ = H(v1, ..., vk, G(m),g)

10 c = {pos list, sign list} ← Enc(c′)

11 z = y+ sc

12 if z /∈ R[B−S] then
13 counter = counter + 1

14 Restart as step 4

15 end

16 for i = 1, ..., k do
17 wi = vi − eic mod± q

18 if ||[wi]L||∞ ≥ 2d−1 −E ∨ ||wi||∞ ≥ ⌊q/2⌋−E then
19 counter = counter + 1

20 Restart as step 4

21 end

22 end

23 return (z, c′)

4. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the practicality of FALCON,

DILITHIUM, and qTESLA when applied to HSM. Hashing

operations for three lattice-based digital signature schemes

are implemented for evaluating the performance of different

cryptographic boundary structures for these digital signa-

ture schemes.



Fig. 7 The structure of cryptographic boundaries for qTESLA
(Left: the hash operation locates in the same crypto-
graphic boundary as asymmetric operations in the HSM
for old version. right: the hash operation locates in differ-
ent cryptographic boundary from asymmetric operations
in the HSM from Ver. 2.8)

4.1 HSM Specification

Throughout the paper, two types of HSMs are chosen for

our experiments. One is the Protect Server External 2 (PSE-

2), and the other one is the LUNA NETWORK HSM A750

(LunaSA-7), both of which are owned by Thales S.A.. Ta-

ble 1 gives some descriptions of PSE-2 and LunaSA-7. In

order to make use of the SHA3 mechanism in our experi-

ments, suitable version of HSM’s software and firmware were

selected and installed*1.

4.2 Experimental Results

We call it boundary type ”A” when the message (no mat-

ter how long the length is) is sent to the HSM directly,

and there is only one cryptographic boundary constructed

for signature generation. This structure is similar to Fig-

ure 3. The boundary type ”B” indicates that only the

fixed length message digest is transfored into HSM, and

there is another cryptographic boundary for protecting the

generation of message digest from message. This struc-

ture is similar to Figure 4. Table 2 shows the time costs

for hashing operations executed inside of HSM for FAL-

CON, CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM, and qTESLA with differ-

ent constructions of cryptographic boundaries. The time is

measured as milliseconds (ms). The size of the message is

measured as kilobyes (K) or megabytes (M). For FALCON,

when message is hashed in another cryptographic bound-

ary from the HSM, the time cost of hash operations in-

side the HSM is 0. However, for boundary type A, when

the message size becomes larger and larger, the time cost

rises linearly. If the message size is 10M, the time cost

of hash operation is about 11667.19ms(≈11.7s) in PSE-2,

and about 4911.52ms(≈4.9s) in LunaSA-7. For CRYSTALS-

DILITHIUM, because the message digest is derived by hash-

ing the conjunction of message and components of secret key

together, all the operations of signature generation locate in

the same boundary and therefore the time cost rises with

the extension of the message size. For instance, if the mes-

sage size is 10M, the time cost of hash operation is about

12727.83ms(≈12.7s) in PSE-2, and about 6294.30ms(≈6.3s)
in LunaSA-7. For qTESLA, when boundary type A is ap-

plied, the time cost grows with the extension of message

*1 For PSE-2, HSM appliance version and client software version
are 5.6. For LunaSa-7, HSM appliance version is 7.4, client
software version is 10.2

size. For instance, if the message size is 10M, the time cost

of hash operation is about 11810.52ms(≈11.8s) in PSE-2,

and about 4922.03ms(≈4.9s) in LunaSA-7. After the opti-

mization from Ver. 2.8 of qTESLA, no matter how long the

size of the original message, a fixed size message digest is

generated and sent into the HSM. Therefore, the time cost

is almost the same for each case, as shown in the second row

of the experiment results for qTESLA. Comparing the per-

formance of type A and type B applied to qTESLA, when

the message size is 10M, the speed is about three-hundred

times faster in PSE-2, and more than one-thousand times

faster in LunaSA-7.

5. Migration costs for each crypto-

graphic boundary

RSA (with sha2) and ECDSA (with sha2) signing systems

using HSMs typically utilize type B cryptographic bound-

aries. This section describes migration costs of those signing

systems toward lattice-based signatures with cryptographic

boundaries of type A or type B.

5.1 Migration costs for boundary type A

To migrate to type A, many more components of lattice-

based signatures are contained in a single cryptographic

boundary, so as a general rule, it is expected that the ac-

cess control mechanism has to be designed to be more com-

plicated, which is likely to require much more processing

resources for access control. These changes should be done

after a thorough threat analysis, redefining of threat models,

and redefining of human operations.

In addition, as described in Section 4, a lot of hash calcu-

lations are accomplished inside of the type A cryptographic

boundary for key management, so much more protected

computing resources inside of the boundary may be required

to sign large files.

5.2 Migration costs for boundary type B

To migrate to type B, it is possible to utilize the same kind

of cryptographic boundary as traditional systems like RSA

or ECDSA. In this case, although it is necessary to support

the lattice-based cryptographic algorithms with correspond-

ing object ID, the change in architecture of cryptographic

boundary between lattice-based and traditional implemen-

tations is likely to be limited.

As shown in Figure 8, if it were possible to place both

lattice-based and traditional cryptographic modules into the

same boundary, or, if it were possible to switch the lattice-

based-signatures-related inner boundary and traditional-

signatures-related inner boundary from inside of their com-

mon outer boundary, changes of human operation would also

be limited. This approach also require interoperability and

standardization of APIs, but the benefits of success would

be great.



Table 1 Some descriptions of PSE-2 and LunaSA-7

Features PSE-2 LunaSA-7

Operating
Systems

• Windows, Linux, AIX,
HP UX, Solaris

• Windows, Linux, Solaris, AIX
• Virtual: VMware, Hyper-V, Xen, KVM

APIs
• PKCS#11,

CAPI/CNG,
JCA/JCE, JCProv,
OpenSSL

• PKCS#11, CAPI/CNG, JCA/JCE, JCProv, OpenSSL
• REST API for administration

Security
Certifications

• FIPS 140-2 Level 3 • FIPS 140-2 Level 3
• eIDAS CC EAL4+ (AVA VAN.5 and ALC FLR.2) against the

Protection Profle 419221-5 *

Cryptography • Asymmetric
• Symmetric
• Hash/Message Di-

gest/HMAC
• Message Authentica-

tion Codes

• Asymmetric
• Symmetric
• Hash/Message Digest/HMAC
• Full Suite B support
• Key Derivation
• Key Wrapping
• Random Number Generation
• Digital Wallet Encryption
• 5G Cryptographic Mechanisms for Subscriber Authentication

Table 2 The time cost for hashing operations executed inside of the HSM (PSE-2) for three
lattice-based digital signature schemes with different structures of cryptographic
boundary

Scheme Boundary Type
Time (millisecond)

1k 10k 100k 1M 10M

FALCON
A 33.36 38.08 142.26 1240.59 11667.19
B 0

DILITHIUM A 34.67 45.79 156.19 1351.4 12727.83

qTESLA
A (before Ver. 2.8) 34.78 44.78 138.05 1196.26 11810.52
B (from Ver. 2.8) 30.84 38.25 38.63 38.63 31.42

Fig. 8 A mechanism that allows both lattice-based-signatures-
related inner boundary and traditional-signatures-related
inner boundary to be located inside the same outer bound-
ary

5.3 Migration costs from type B with multi-

stakeholders

In the real world, it is quite common that the organiza-

tion that manages data and the organization that provides

the signing service (with HSM) are different. In general, the

signing service providers use their HSM resources to sign

data for different customers (or data controller). That sep-

aration is efficient, because the signing provider and data

controller would have very different data management and

data control policies, but each stakeholder can only focus on

their resource for each policy.

If each stakeholder can make their devices the same secu-

rity level, each operation can be regarded as located in a sin-

gle cryptographic boundary similar to type A, when commu-

nication channels with strict secure principles are prepared

to transfer data. However, two main challenges are likely

to destroy this solution. The first one is that it is resource-

consuming for each data controller to run their devices in a

same security level as signing provider, and also it can be

impossible for signing provider to make their system com-

pliant with every data controller’s policy. Even if the first

challenge was solved, the second challenge of the time con-

sumption of transferring data with secure communication

channels is also unavoidable. As shown in Table 4, medical

data or CAD data are quite big, so the type A cryptographic

boundaries would be very inefficient.

Therefore, it is more realistic to construct more than one

cryptographic boundary for multi-stakeholders. Under this

circumstance, each stakeholder has its own security solutions

for its devices, and a strict access mechanism is designed for

the HSM service provider.

As shown in Table 4, for authentication purposes, the data

size is small, and service provider may not need to store that

data. For contract PDF files, the typical data size is sev-

eral hundreds KB. That data needs to be preserved for the

contract period, which can be several decades. For medical

data, some data can be on the order of GBs. For instance,

raw data for Multi-slice CT can be 2GB for a single inspec-

tion (2MB/slice, 1000 slices). That data may need to be

stored for a patient’s lifetime. For some PDF file with CAD

data, the file size can be several GBs. Notice that HSM

has the limitation on RAM resource, therefore, it is hard to

process the GB files in it. The structure of cryptographic

boundaries should be type B for this case.

We believe that the implementation and migration of

PQC are critical for signing purposes. Because it is diffi-

cult to predict when PQC era will come, and as the lifetime

of data becomes longer, it would be more desirable to pre-

pare the implementation and migration of PQC further in

advance. Furthermore, as data size become larger, the effi-

ciency of cryptographic operations on these data would also

be important.



Table 3 The time cost for hashing operations executed inside of the HSM (LunaSA-7) for
three lattice-based digital signature schemes with different structures of crypto-
graphic boundary

Scheme Boundary Type
Time (millisecond)

1k 10k 100k 1M 10M

FALCON
A 4.29 9.06 52.40 501.48 4911.52
B 0

DILITHIUM A 3.13 8.57 65.94 630.73 6294.30

qTESLA
A (before Ver. 2.8) 3.99 8.78 53.53 507.02 4922.03
B (from Ver. 2.8) 2.27 3.49 3.15 3.42 2.99

Table 4 Some usecases that can be applied to HSM

Purpose Usecase Lifetime of Data Data Sizes

Authentication Authentication days several KiloBytes

Sign
Contract data

can be decades
hundreds KiloBytes

Medical data
can be several GigaBytes

CAD data
Time stamp Time stamp around one decade several KiloBytes

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the practicality of lattice-

based cryptography, which is one of the candidates of NIST’s

PQC project, when applied to Hardware Security Module

(HSM). We described the features of three lattice-based dig-

ital signature schemes selected from NIST’s PQC project,

and pointed out that the way of using the hash function

restricts their practicality by comparing the performances

of hash functions processed inside and outside of HSM with

different designs of cryptographic boundaries. We also pro-

pose appropriate ways to construct cryptographic bound-

aries to improve the practicality of PQC when applied to

HSM. Moreover, we analysed the migration challenges for

some real world usecases which involve many stakeholder,

and we introduced our considerations. We believe that our

result helps to define the cryptographic boundary for PQC,

where theoretical proof and clearance of patents should be

done.
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